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DarkSide 12" (30cm)
DarkSide CONNECT G2

Dimmable Rigid LED Strip -
RED

$14.50
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Short Description

DarkSide LEDs were designed from scratch by adapting luxury automotive LEDs to computer modding. Our
LED features ultra-bright Japanese LED modules, custom design circuit board, and custom DarkSide Connect
micro-connectors. The DarkSide Connect name comes from a modular power extension cable design; it
allows you to select the best power cables for you. It also makes it easy to change to another type of
connectivity without replacing the entire LED product

Description

DarkSide LEDs were designed from scratch by adapting luxury automotive LEDs to computer modding. Our LED features ultra-
bright Japanese LED modules, custom design circuit board, and custom DarkSide Connect micro-connectors.

The DarkSide Connect name comes from a modular power extension cable design; it allows you to select the best power cables
for you. It also makes it easy to change to another type of connectivity without replacing the entire LED product. DarkSide
Connect cables help to reduce cable clutter in your custom computer systems.

Our newest version CONNECT G2  utilize the very latest Japanese made IC module that has half height (from
previous IC) thus reducing our LED height by 33% from (3mm to 2mm). The beam of light will be 33% wider,
light emitting surface 2.4 time bigger and brighter, while power envelope is lower than before.

REMINDER: Do not forget to select your DARKSIDE CONNECT cable option from the drop down menu below.

Safe Handling Notice: Do not bend and do not shorcut to avoid permanent damage.

Specifications

LED Color: RED

PCB : Custom 30cm, Rev2

LED count: 27

Operating voltage: ~6v-12v (min-to-max brightness)
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Power consumption: 2.5W 

Power Wire Type: 7cm, modular (CONNECT)

Sleeving: Jet Black HD sleeving

Comes with adhesive tape strips

Additional Information

Brand DarkSide

SKU DS-0620

Weight 0.4000

Lighting Type Rigid LED Strip

Length 12"

LED Color Red

Vendor SKU/EAN 712190087029


